


Home Learning Packs

• English – Read through the Powerpoint and complete work in book. 

• Maths – Work is set on purplemash/mathletics

• Reading – Set on Scholistic/purplemash

• Topic, RE, Science – Read through Powerpoint and complete work in 
book. 

• Additional work is set on purplemash and you can still follow the 
lessons set on Bitesize. 





To be able to infer. 

What do you think this story will be about? (Why?) 
What can we learn from the front cover? 
What type of story do you think this will be? 
Where do you think this story will be set?  

Monday 



What can we learn from 
the blurb? 
• Did your predictions differ from your 

predictions based on the front 
cover? 

• What type of story do you think this 
will be? 

• Where do you think this story will be 
set?  



What can we learn 
from the opening? 



How does the opening of this story 
differ from other fairy tales? 



Comparing Openers 



Similarities Differences 



Similarities Differences 

• Both female main character in 
Goldilocks and East of the Sun 
West of the Moon have Blonde 
hair. 

• All stories seem to have a 
happy ending. 

• Once upon a time is used 
frequently. 

• Females are the main character 
in most of the stories but not 
all.

• Not all main characters are 
poor. 

• They are all set in different 
places. 



Traditional Fairy Tale Openers 

• Once upon a time… 

• Far, far away in a magical land… 

• Far, far away in a enchanted forest… 

• One day… 



Can you write your own story opener? 

• What do we want to see in our writing? 
 Key language that allows the reader to know it is a fairy tale. 
 Main characters tend to be female but not always 
 Magic or magical creatures 
 A range of punctuations 
 A range of sentences (Relative clauses) 
 A range of conjunctions 
Rhetorical Questions 
 Direct speech 



Use a conjunction

While Tom waited, the bus came.

After they had their dinner, they 
ate desert.

Although your menu has some healthy 
items, many are not good for you.

Despite, When, Even though, Because, 
However, So, 

Use an adverb – an 
‘ed’ or ‘ly’

Astonishingly, the bus arrived on 
time.

Unfortunately, I cannot make it 
to your party.

Cautiously, she removed the 
bandage.

Sadly, Crazily, Disappointingly,
Regretfully, Steadily, Happily, 
Slowly, Mournfully, Graciously



Use a simile or 
metaphor

Like a mouse, he tiptoed 
through the house.

Brave lions, they stepped into 
battle

As swift as a bird, she glided 
through the air.

Use a noun or 
adjective

Cobwebs spanned 
the corridor.

Leaves fell as the 
wind blew.

Beautiful stars
filled the sky.



Use a feeling

Lonely, she walked the 
corridor.

Elated, he jumped for joy.

Jealous, she tore up his 
clothes.

Angry, they fought for hours

Devastated,
Unhappy,
Delighted,
Melancholy,
Excited,
Sad,
Ambivalent

Use a verb – an ‘ing’ 
clause

Giggling and laughing, 
they ran to school.

Waiting for the others, 
Jade stared up at the 
sky.





To be able to use figurative 
language. 

Tuesday



Word Association Game: What words can you 
associate with these images?  



Word tennis: 

• Can you complete a rally?

• Can you pass words between you and 
your partner without hesitation to 
describe the weather. 

• Can you take it up a level and pass 
figurative language? 



Chapter One

What can you learn from this 
passage about the weather? 



Pick a type of weather 

How would you describe it? 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.shutterstock.com/search/weather%2Band%2Bnature?search_source%3Dbase_related_searches%26language%3Den%26noid%3D1&psig=AOvVaw1qK8Frx5jha3Pwfqgg89yB&ust=1591974214122000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCIiz0p-E-ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAz


How can you up-level 
your first description? 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.shutterstock.com/search/weather%2Band%2Bnature?search_source%3Dbase_related_searches%26language%3Den%26noid%3D1&psig=AOvVaw1qK8Frx5jha3Pwfqgg89yB&ust=1591974214122000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCIiz0p-E-ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAz


Can you write your own description of the 
weather? 
• What do we want to see in our writing? 



















To write in first person. 

Wednesday



What characters have we come across so far?

What do we know about them? 

How important are they to the story? 



Quick Pens 

Write down as many emotions as you can.

You have One Minute Thirty Seconds

1:301:291:281:271:261:251:241:231:221:211:201:191:181:171:161:151:141:131:121:111:101:091:081:071:061:051:041:031:021:011:000:590:580:570:560:550:540:530:520:510:500:490:480:470:460:450:440:430:420:410:400:390:380:370:360:350:340:330:320:310:300:290:280:270:260:250:240:230:220:210:200:190:180:170:160:150:140:130:120:110:100:090:080:070:060:050:040:030:020:01End1:30



How is the 
princess 
feeling? 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&url=https://www.hope-education.co.uk/product/curricular/pshe-and-citizenship/health-and-wellbeing/emotions-mats/he1766644&psig=AOvVaw3pZqBVvJidi7dvJKhj2_H3&ust=1591975700456000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCICM0-OJ-ukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAJ


Imagine you was the princess how would you 
feel? 

In first person write a paragraph 
explaining your experience so far. 



To be to explain the authors 
choice of vocabulary. 

Thursday



Let’s predict 

• Do you think the father will be 
able to change his daughters 
mind? 

• Can you find any evidence in the 
text to support your prediction? 



Text Analysis 





Independent Task
• What can you learn from this 

passage? 

• Can you summarise this 
chapter? 

• What information has been 
the most important and 
why? 

• What new words have you 
learnt? Can you now define 
them and use them in a 
sentence.  



Friday

Can you guess where we 
are going? 





Using the iPad can 
you research 
Norway and create 
a fact file. 







RE –THE BIG STORY 
OF THE BIBLE
WEEK THREE – PEOPLE OF GOD



https://request.org.uk/restart/2020/03/26/bible-quest-

abraham/

https://request.org.uk/restart/2020/03/26/bible-quest-abraham/


Long ago, there was a man called Abram who lived in a place called Haran. 

He owned many different animals, including sheep and cattle. Abram was a 

good man who lived with his wife called Sarai but they had no children.



On one day, God visited Abram to give him a message. “I want you to pack

up all of your things Abram and leave your home.” He wanted him to go to

a new land. He made a promise to Abram. “I promise I will bless your

family.” Abram trusted God and moved to a new land.



Abram, who was now 75, and his wife Sarai, packed up all of their 

belongings in the land of Hanan and moved to a new land called Canaan. 



One night in Canaan, after a hard day’s work, God appeared to Abram again. He told him

to look to the sky and count all of the stars. He explained that that would be how many

descendants he would have. Abram told his wife about the news - she laughed because

she believed they were too old! God reminded Abram of his promise. God changed his

name to Abraham, which means ‘father of many’ and his wife’s to Sarah.



3 visitors came to find Abraham and Sarah. They told them they were messengers

from the Lord. The visitors told Sarah she would give birth to a child. Sarah was 90

years old.



Months passed and Sarah and Abraham did go on to have a baby. They named

him Isaac. They remembered the promise God made all of those years ago, that

if they moved to a new land, he would bless their family. They thanked God for

His gift of Isaac.









• How do we show we are friends with people?

• How do we know that Abraham was a friend of God?

• What did God promise Abraham?

• What does the story show Christians about what God is like?

• Why is the story important for Christians and Jewish people?

• What part of the story do you think is the most important?

ABRAHAM AND SARAH



• https://request.org.uk/restart/2020/03/26/bible-quest-moses/

PLENARY - MOSES

https://request.org.uk/restart/2020/03/26/bible-quest-moses/




Success Criteria

Aim
• To describe how living things are classified into groups.

• I can describe who Carl Linnaeus was.

• I can explain how living things are classified using the Linnaean 
system.

• I can classify living things using the Linnaean system.



A Standard System

In the previous lesson you 

classified animals by sorting 

and grouping them based on 

their similarities and 

differences. Did everyone in 

the class sort and group the 

animals in the same way?

They most probably did not! 

However, scientists need to 

use a standard recognised 

method for classifying living 

things.

Talk to your partner about 

why this would be important.

A standard system is useful 

because it allows scientists 

to accurately identify, group 

and properly name animals. 

Without a standard system, 

living things could be 

classified and named 

differently by different 

scientists.

Talk to your partner about 

how this could cause 

problems.



Who Was Carl Linnaeus?

Carl Linnaeus was a Swedish scientist who 

believed it was very important to have a 

standard system of classification. At the 

time he was alive, in the 1700s, there was 

no agreed standard method.

Linnaeus collected and examined over 

40,000 specimens of plants, animals and 

shells. In 1735, he published his first 

edition of ‘Systema Naturae’, which 

described his system for classifying living 

things.

Over the next several years, Linnaeus 

continued to publish new editions of 

‘Systema Naturae’ that included more 

species of living things. His tenth edition 

was published in 1758 and is considered to 

be the most important edition. 



The Linnaean System

Linnaeus' original system of classification 

classified everything in nature into a 

hierarchy.

He proposed that there were three large 

groups, called kingdoms, into which the 

whole of nature could fit. These kingdoms 

were plants, animals and minerals. He 

then split each kingdom into smaller and 

smaller groups, or levels.

Today, the Linnaean system is only used to 

classify living things, so it does not include 

minerals. Furthermore, as new living things 

have been discovered, scientists have had 

to add additional levels in the hierarchy. A 

new level above kingdom, called domain, 

has also been introduced.

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=carl+linnaeus+facts+for+kids&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearc

h%3fq%3dcarl%2blinnaeus%2bfacts%2bfor%2bkids%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mi

d=291D1AA0450BADA0315D291D1AA0450BADA0315D&&FORM=VDRVRV

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=carl+linnaeus+facts+for+kids&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcarl%2blinnaeus%2bfacts%2bfor%2bkids%26FORM%3dHDRSC3&view=detail&mid=291D1AA0450BADA0315D291D1AA0450BADA0315D&&FORM=VDRVRV


The Linnaean System

Living things can be 

classified by following the 

levels in this system. The 

number of living things in 

each group gets smaller and 

smaller, until there will just be 

one type of animal in the 

species group.

This diagram shows the levels of classification in the Linnaean system.

Domain

Kingdom

Phylum

Class

Order

Family

Genus

Species



The Linnaean System

There are 3 domains: Archaea, Bacteria and 

Eukarya. Plants and animals are all eukaryotes.

There are 6 kingdoms, including animals, plants, 

fungi and bacteria.

The 6 kingdoms are then split into phyla. There are 

more than 30 phyla in the animal kingdom. Phylum 

chordata includes all vertebrates.

Each phyla is divided into classes. The chordata

phylum includes amphibians, birds, mammals, 

reptiles and fish.

The order and the family divide into further groups.

The genus includes species that are very closely 

related and share unique body structures.

A species is defined as a group of animals that can 

reproduce to produce fertile offspring.

Domain

Kingdom

Phylum

Class

Order

Family

Genus

Species



Classifying Species
Here you can see how a species can be classified at each level of the standard 

system.

Domain: 

Eukarya

Kingdom: 

Animals

Phylum: 

Chordata

Class: Mammals

Order: 

Carnivora

Family: 

Canidae

Genus: Canis

Species: Lupus

jackal, clownfish, cat, dog, ladybird, daisy, rabbit, fox, human

jackal, clownfish, cat, dog, ladybird, rabbit, fox, human

jackal, clownfish, cat, dog, rabbit, fox, human

jackal, cat, dog, rabbit, fox, human

jackal, cat, dog, fox

jackal, dog, fox 

jackal, dog

dog



Classifying Species

Genus: Canis

Species: Lupus

jackal, dog

dog

The genus and species are always written in 

italics. The names of the genus and species 

are used to give the scientific name 

(recognised Latin name) of each living thing.

So the scientific name for a dog is Canis 

lupus.



Classifying Species 

Activity
Choose another living 

thing from the list below 

and follow the levels of 

the classification system 

to classify it. Complete 

your Classifying Species 

Activity Sheet to show 

how it fits into each level 

of the standard system.

Use the genus and the 

species to give the 

scientific name of the 

species.

You will need to use 

books or the Internet to 

research the animal and 

find the information you 

need.

jackal clownfish cat ladybird

daisy rabbit fox human





Invent a Mnemonic

The levels of the classification system can be tricky to remember. Work with your 

partner to invent a mnemonic to help you!

The letters you need to use 

are:

An example mnemonic could 

be:
Does Keep Precious Creatures Organised For Grumpy Scientists

D K P C O F G S

Domain
Kingdo

m
Phylum Class Order Family Genus Species



Global Warming 

Project
Year 6 

2020



Global Warming

•What is Global Warming? 

•What ideas can you include in your project? 

•You must include elements from all areas of 

the curriculum. 



Today’s Lesson 

Create your front cover. 

Create your introduction page. 


